Solid state devices are common choices for data and systems storage in many high assurance application domains due to features such as no moving parts, shock/temperature resistance and low power consumption. On the other hand, they present new challenges in data reliability concerns. In multilevel cell NAND flash memories the bit error rate increases exponentially with reduced endurance limit as compared to single-level cell NAND flash memories. This can significantly reduce the data reliability and integrity of flash based storage systems. One solution to this is Redundant Array of Independent Disk (RAID) mechanisms. However these have an inherent problem as all flash memory chips wear out at the same time due to equal distribution of write operations. Recent solutions such as Diff-RAID partly solve this problem using uneven parity distribution mechanism, but suffer age-variation problems thereby decreasing the reliability of the array as well as increasing the cost.
I. INTRODUCTION
Solid State Disk (SSD) architectures generally consist of a number of NAND flash memory chips [1] . Flash based SSD storage systems are increasingly used to replace traditional magnetic hard disk drives because of their increasing high performance, large amount of storage, and reliability [2] . However, the way that individual flash memory chips are managed internally to an SSD directly affects the reliability of a device. For instance, it is shown in [3] that sometimes even distribution of write operations across these flash memory chips can damage the reliability of SSDs.
The life of a flash memory chip depends upon the erase/write operations which, unlike magnetic disks, physically wear out the device. Life can be extended by using efficient wear-leveling algorithms [4] - [7] and Error Correction Codes (ECC). Recent developments, such as Multi Level Cell (MLC) and Triple Level Cell (TLC) devices [8] increase the available storage in a flash device, but at a cost of lifespan and reliability. However, reliability is a crucial consideration where a flash memory device is to be used in a high-integrity environment. The write endurance of a flash memory chip increases Bit Error Rates (BER) [9] as exampled in Figure 1 which is plotted using data taken from [10] . It is therefore important that we consider how flash memory based SSD storage systems can be built and deployed in high assurance environments in a reliable and cost-effective manner.
Error Correction Code (EEC) is a technique used to check the bit-wise validity of data being read from a flash memory chip, and is generally implemented in hardware in the flash controller. However EEC does not protect a system against whole page, chip, or system failure. To achieve this, more fault-tolerance mechanisms are needed. [11] proposes data redundancy within a flash memory chip as a solution to provide additional reliability in flash based storage systems. Redundant Array of Independent Disk (RAID) systems [12] are commonly used in magnetic disk systems to enhance reliability in the case of individual component failure. However RAID techniques are not directly applicable to flash based SSD storage systems as they cause all the components in the flash system to reach their erasure (unreliability) limits at the same rate. Modifications of RAID techniques have been proposed for building reliable NAND flash based storage systems. In this context RAID-4 and RAID-5 are mostly exploited because of their parity-based data redundancy mechanisms.
A reliability enhancing mechanism for a large flash embedded satellite storage system is proposed in [13] based on a conventional RAID-5 mechanism-a multicluster RAID-5 architecture offering 120GB storage using 2GB MLC NAND flash chips is presented. [14] presents a heterogeneous SSD RAID-4 system which eliminates the parity bottleneck by introducing a conventional hard disk for parity storage, and additionally introduces a wear leveling scheme. [11] presents a high-level architecture for reliable NAND flash which manages erasure-coded stripes at different granularities within a flash chip. Here a single host-based Flash Translation Layer (FTL) is used instead of individual FTL for each flash device. It is based on a conventional RAID-4 mechanism which can be exploited at page, block and bank levels across flash arrays. This approach gives enormous data protection in the case of whole-page and chip-level failures. [3] introduces Differential RAID (Diff-RAID), which achieves device-level redundancy by maintaining an age differential among flash devices. This ensures all devices have different bit error rates and avoids the situation where all devices wear out simultaneously by distributing parity unevenly. The result is a more reliable system than conventional RAID-4 or RAID-5 architectures.
The contribution of this paper is to present enhancements to Flash Diff-RAID architectures that firstly enhance reliability, secondly reduce cost by using fewer Flash devices, and thirdly extend the lifespan of each device using an enhanced page control mechanism.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Section II we present the details of NAND-based storage systems. Section III highlights the reliability concerns in Flash based RAID systems. Our age distribution convergence mechanism and page control mechanism are presented in Section IV. We evaluate our mechanisms and demonstrate the enhanced reliability in Section V. Finally we draw conclusions in Section VI. Figure 2 shows the common architecture of SSD devices for massive data storage. A commodity SSD consists of a number of NAND flash chips, a controller, a multiplexor, a demultiplexor, DRAM, a processor, and a host interface such as SATA or PCI. The flash controller provides the low level signal access to each flash chip and the processor manages the traffic between the host computer and flash controller.
II. NAND FLASH BASED STORAGE SYSTEMS
There are five aspects that need to be taken into consideration when building NAND flash SSD storage systems. These are: capacity, performance, reliability, endurance, and cost. Multi Level Cell flash memories typically have at least double the capacity with lower cost per memory cell than Single Level Cell memories; and this therefore increases their popularity in massive data storage systems. However MLC flash memories have lower performance and reliability-typically 10 times reduced endurance limit compared to SLC flash memories [10] , [15] , [16] . This is an important factor where high reliability demands are to be placed on the storage system.
FlexFS is a MLC flash based file system, presented in [15] . It can achieve comparable performance to SLC flash memories where it determines the requirement for data storage in defined MLC and SLC regions within MLC flash memories. The utilization of multiple memory banks in parallel is widely explored in flash based storage systems [13] , [17] , [18] to boost their IO performance.
High bit error rates in MLC flash memories can significantly reduce the overall reliability of MLC-based storage systems. To overcome this, high level Error Correction Codes are needed, and this is becoming increasingly important in the domain of high reliability storage systems [16] , [19] . Conventional RAID configurations can also be exploited in MLC based storage systems [3] , [11] , [13] , [14] .
III. RAID MECHANISM FOR FLASH
RAID mechanisms have been successfully employed in magnetic disks for many years. As described in Section I there have been efforts to exploit these ideas in flash based SSD storage systems, however the ideas do not transpose over into this domain directly. In this section we highlight some of the issues in exploiting RAID architectures in flash based SSD storage systems.
A. Limitations of RAID in SSDs
RAID mechanisms work by distributing the data to be stored (for instance a file) across a number of devices. A parity check is performed on the data to be written, and parity values are stored on an extra device. When one hardware component fails, the missing data-either a section of the file, or the parity data-can always be recalculated and recovered. The parity check mechanism assumes that only one component (one hardware device) needs recovered at any one time. Typically RAID does not work in the case where more than one device fails simultaneously. RAID mechanisms typically distribute writes and parity checks evenly across the storage mediums being employed. However, in the case of flash based SSD systems, this means that each of the devices will wear out, resulting in increased bit error rates, at the same rate [9] .
In flash based RAID architectures, this means a situation can arise where data cannot be recovered. If the devices all wear out evenly, then the data stored on more than one device may be corrupted due to the high bit error rate. Consequently, there will be no data redundancy, and the corrupted data cannot be recovered. In the case of traditional disk based RAID mechanisms, the risk of two devices failing simultaneously is a risk that can be calculated given the assurances needed of the system. In the case of flash based systems it is highly likely due to the inherent wear properties of flash memory and the even distribution (and therefore lifespan) over the devices.
The technique adopted in Diff-RAID [3] relies upon two mechanisms. The first is uneven parity distribution, and the second is parity redistribution at the time of device replacement when a flash component wears out. However there are limitations to these techniques. Firstly the redistribution of parity amongst devices, especially during the replacement of the first few devices, can cause an increase in the bit error rate of the consecutive older devices. Secondly, in the case of full-stripe write operations it only provides the same reliability as RAID-5, and therefore relies upon random writes 1 in order to maintain the age differential. A further drawback of this technique is that the system itself is not immediately stable in terms of parity distribution. This means that several flash devices need to be consumed and replaced before the uneven parity distribution reaches a stable (optimal) state. this is a concern in high reliability applications where either cost, or physical space, is a concern.
IV. RELIABILITY ENHANCEMENT MECHANISMS We use the term age convergence to refer to the mechanism where each flash device in our system is converging towards a state where we never have more than one device reaching an age where it can become 1 The concept of full stripe writes and random writes is explained in Section IV-C. Fig. 3 . Bit error rate versus write/erase cycles potentially unreliable. We assume that when a given device reaches this unreliable age, it will be replaced with a new device. In this way, the constraints of RAID-that more than one device cannot be allowed to fail-are never violated. By least aged we mean the SSD that has had the fewest write operations and therefore the lowest BER. This corresponds to the device lowest down the curve in Figure 3 . Correspondingly, by most aged we mean the device that has had the most write operations. This is displayed graphically in Figure 3 where we superimpose sample SSDs on our earlier graph in example positions based on the number of writes to each device. The most aged device is SSD6 as this is the device furthest up the curve and as such is the most unreliable in terms of BER.
In this section, we present a new fast age convergence mechanism and a page write control mechanism applicable to RAID based SSD arrays that enhances the overall reliability of a flash based SSD storage system. Our fast age convergence mechanism overcomes the problem of uneven-and potentially unreliable-age distribution in initial device replacements. The page write control mechanism increases the lifespan of an individual SSD by saving page writes during partial updates of full stripe data in the array.
A. Age distribution convergence
In our mechanism, parity is distributed unevenly in such a way that in a RAID array of n SSD devices, only 3 will hold parity blocks during the lifespan of the first n − 3 device replacements. After n − 3 device replacements the most aged device will hold the maximum parity blocks and rest will hold evenly distributed parity blocks.
Age distribution convergence can be achieved instantly by saving flash writes on the least aged SSD after the first (most aged) device replacement. For this purpose a spare SSD is swapped (and copied) in place of the least aged SSD at the time of parity redistribution during the first replacement phase; and remains in use until the second replacement phase. At the time of this replacement, the spare SSD is swapped and copied back to the previously least aged SSD (which will be used again in the array during subsequent replacement phases until it reaches its wear-out level). In this way the age differential among the devices is stable immediately after first device replacement to minimize the chance of unreliable data recovery or rising error rates in more than one device. In our description of the mechanism, SSDArray represents the array of flash devices in our SSD. It is a function which maps natural numbers (each device index) onto some arbitrary set (the data contained on an individual device and a parity limit for that device represented by a real number. Notionally, this is similar in specification terms to an array in implementation terms: if one were to look at, for instance SSDArray(1), one would have returned the data and parity limit stored on device 1 (we assume that the actual parity data itself is included in the data). The function is partial as not all numbers may physically represent devices in the system-although there must be at least 4 devices. The length of the array-i.e. the number of devices in the system-is given by #SSDArray, which is the cardinality of the function. 
The variables SSD i and SSD sp are used to index individual SSD devices in our mechanism. SSD i represents a particular device (index) in the array and SSD sp represents the spare SSD device used for copying and temporary storage. Note that SSD sp is not a constant, as the spare device is regularly swapped in and out for a specific device. As such, our system has an invariant that states SSD sp is never in the array, i.e. SSD sp / ∈ SSDArray. The variables B, x, and y are used to represent the amount of parity that we wish to store on the first 3 devices in the array. B is used to calculate the minimum amount of parity that must be stored on the first device in order to allow convergence to emerge; whilst x and y are used to control the split of the remaining parity on the other 2 devices in the early replacement phases. The value of y must be no greater than x as this ensures that more parity will be stored on the next most aged device in the system. These values can be thought of as user configurable within these constraints, but are fixed for the lifetime of a given system. The variable PCC is used to count the number of parity redistributions that have been performed as the behaviour of the mechanism is dependent upon this information.
Definition 4.4: Setting parity configuration
The the function SetParityLimits sets the limit of the parity that can be stored on each device. The function is called in each device replacement phase, and moves the limits of parity stored on each device further down the array-so, for instance it moves the parity limit for device 3 to device 4, and for device 4 to device 5, and so on.The ratio of parity distribution is set at configuration time using the values x, y, and B, which are parameters to this function along with the array itself and the current value of PCC. The function returns the amended array along with an incremented PCC counter. Note that we do not physically move the parity data-only the limit permitted on each device. The parity data itself migrates as the file system is being used. The function SetupReplacement takes a new SSD device and our SSD Array as parameters, and returns a new array that has the oldest (lowest indexed) device dropped off, and a new device (the highest indexed) added on-with the data from the oldest device copied over. In physical terms, this is equivalent to unplugging and throwing away the most worn out device, plugging in a new device in its place, and using the parity calculation to work out the data that was on the oldest device that must be stored on the new device. 
The function Swap takes two devices as parameters, and copies the data on the first device onto the second device. As above, although we have only provided a specification Fig. 4 . Graphical example of fast age distribution convergence mechanism of this function in this paper, in our implementation this function is responsible for physically copying data from one device to another. Our mechanism to achieve this is given below. Initially the first, second and third devices are allocated parity of 100 − B, xB, and yB respectively for the first (#SSDArray) − 3 device replacements.
A key feature of our mechanism is that it saves writes on the least aged device by copying the data stored on this device into a spare SSD during the first device replacement process. At the point of the second device replacement the data on this spare device is copied back onto the least aged device in the array. This act of swapping a spare device in and out of the array to save writes continues until it reaches a critical bit error rate. The phases of evolution of a 5 SSD system employing this mechanism is exampled graphically in Figure 4 . Initially, in phase 1 of this example parity is distributed in such a way that the first 3 devices(SSD 1 , SSD 2 , SSD 3 ) hold 80%, 19%, and 1% of the parity respectively as values for B, x, and y are set at 20, 0.95 and 0.05. The spare device, SSD sp is not used in the array at this point. As the file system is used SSD 1 will be the first device to wear out as it holds the most parity (80% of writes to the file system will involve updating this parity). When it reaches its erasure limit and needs to be replaced, the the least aged device in the array (typically SSD n , where n is the sizer of the array-in this case SSD 5 ) is copied to the spare device SSD sp . These devices are now notionally swapped-that is the spare device is now an element of the array in position 5, and SSD 5 becomes SSD sp . The most aged device SSD 1 is removed from the system and replaced with a brand new device that takes its place. The data that should be stored on this device is calculated and written using standard RAID techniques.
Parity limits are then redistributed around the system. SSD 2 is now the most aged device, so parity limits are redistributed across devices SSD 2 ,SSD 3 , and SSD 4 as 80%, 19%, and 1% respectively, and no other devices hold parity. The actual parity bits migrate onto SSD 2 as the file system is used (rather than moving parity data as an action in the device replacement process); taking into account potential collisions with data and parity. Fig. 5 . Implication of our mechanism in 5-SSD Diff-RAID When SSD 2 reaches its erasure limit, the same process is followed.
In the final phase, the ages of devices in our system have reached a stable state and do not fluctuate. When devices age and need replacement, parity is distributed evenly across the 4 least aged devices in order to maintain this stability. In the case of this example, the most aged device must hold a minimum of 80% parity to achieve this, so our distribution is set at 80%, 5%, 5%, 5%, 5%.
Definition 4.7: SSD Age Ratio
Age ij = P i * (n−1)+(100−P i ) P j * (n−1)+(100−P j )
We evaluate the age distribution mechanism using the same technique as that in [3] . The age ratio Age ij of i th device with respect to device j is calculated using the formula in Definition 4.7, where P i and P j represents the parity percentage of devices i and j respectively in an array of size n, and non parity (data) writes are assumed equal in a random write scenario. The implication of this mechanism in a 5 SSD Diff-RAID, adopting an initial parity assignment of (80, 19, 1) and a stable assignment of (80, 5, 5, 5, 5) is exampled in Figure 5 . The mechanism is applied in each row among 5-SSD array with a spare SSD using differing parity assignments, and stable ageing rate is achieved after the first device replacement.
The cross arrows in Figure 5 show the device replacement process at the time of each replacement. In rows 1 and 2, the parity is distributed (80, 19, 1, 0, 0) in the 5 SSD array, where device number 5 is a spare device. It should be noted that the SSD in position 1 must be copied to the SSD in position 5 as the first action in the replacement process. In row 2, SSD 4 is unused, as it is replaced by the SSD in position 5 as part of the replacement process, thus maintaining the age distribution rate. Furthermore, as part of the second replacement (the transition from row 2 to row 3) the spare SSD is copied back into SSD 5. Finally, in row 3 and onwards, parity (80, 5, 5, 5, 5) is assigned and a stable state achieved.
C. Page writes control mechanism
In general parity-based RAID systems have poor write performance compared to read performance. In the case of an n-device RAID-5, at least, 2 write and n-2 read operations are required for updating data. RAID-5 is a block-level striping architecture where parity is distributed across the devices evenly.
A full stripe write is a write operation where data is written across all devices in the array, as in Figure 6 . The full stripe consists of a stripe element on each device. Each stripe element is made up of a number of blocks, and each block is made up of a number of pages.
Maximum performance is typically achieved when the file system sector size (I/O block) is a strict multiple of the strip size (i.e, sector size mod stripe size = 0).
For instance, in the case where we have a 5 element array, we may choose to allocate a stripe size of 48k. This may break down as 4 stripe elements of size 12k, each one located on a seperate device, with a further 12k being allocated on the remaining device for parity. Ideally, sector size would then be an integer multiple of 48k. The choice of stripe size also is affected by the size of pages and blocks, and strict multiples are beneficial here also.
When data is being updated in a given stripe, it is necessary to read all the data stored in that stripe in order to calculate and write the new parity. In a full stripe write there is no need to first read this data as the entire stripe is to be written anyway. However if we wish to efficiently only write to the pages that need updating, then it is necessary first to read all data and calculate the change in parity (which also must be re-written).
However there is a further refinement that may be observed. When we are updating a single stripe element (commonly known as a random write), it may be the case that we are only in fact updating a subset of the pages in that stripe element. We introduce the term fractional random write to describe the situation where a subset of the pages in a single stripe element need updating.
We present a simple mechanism below that enhances the lifespan of SSD devices in a RAID system by saving flash page writes in the case of fractional random writes, by only writing to the pages in a given stripe element that actually require updating. When we are in a data updating phase, the incoming data of a stripe element and its ECC per page are extracted from the incoming buffer block as are the related stored page data and corresponding ECC from the corresponding SSD. A comparison of the two sets of ECCs and the two data pages is performed. If the result of the comparisons is false (all zeros) then a page update is not required; otherwise it is; and this result is recorded.
At the end of this decision the page mapping table is updated, with only those pages that require updating actually written to the corresponding device. V. RELIABILITY EVALUATION We evaluate our mechanism using the same metrics as those in [3] . That is, we aim to demonstrate the reliability enhancement over the techniques in [3] in terms of age distributions and page writes. The results suggest that the mechanisms presented in this paper do indeed increase reliability whilst reducing cost.
A. Fast age convergence mechanism Figure 7 compares the results of our mechanism against Diff-RAID [3] . The most significant difference shown in our results is that using Diff-RAID, in the early replacement phases there are often several devices above the 60% error rate threshold thereby risking the failure of the RAID mechanism as discussed earlier (see, for instance replacement phases 3 and 4). However our enhanced mechanism never has more than one device above this threshold. Figure 7 also demonstrates that higher reliability in terms of bit error rate of up to 5% is achieved during the initial device replacements. This bounds the average age of each SSD across the device, and ensures consistent and even usage of each SSD in terms of pure random writes. Figure 8 shows the average ages of devices using the two techniques. It shows improved stability from our enhancements in that there is very little deviation from a safe average age of 50%, compared to Diff-RAID peaking at 60% average age, with the consequential increase in bit error rates.
Our mechanism can be applied to SSD arrays of larger sizes. Figure 9 shows results for arrays of length 6 and 7, and how these arrays quickly converge to a steady state. The results show that in the general case, age convergence to optimal levels happens approximately 7 times fasterleading to cheaper and more stable systems.
B. Page writes control mechanism
In evaluating the page writes, some assumptions are necessary. That is, we assume a pure random workload where 10% of the workload consists of evenly distributed random writes. We also assume that every fractional random write, at least, needs to update a maximum of half of the stripe element data in an n-SSD RAID.
The result is each SSD experiences the same number of fractional random writes across RAID-based storage systems. Our mechanism saves 5% data writes in our system. Our description of a page write control mechanism is relatively simple in that it essentially compares stored data with data to be stored. However a key point to note is that in our work we are producing a hardware implementation of the file translation layer into which this mechanism would go. As such, we can exploit concurrency and compare entire pages in a single operation-therefore the implementation of this mechanism is feasible in a way that would not be in other implementations. The cost of implementation is two registers, each of page size, plus an associated array of XOR comparators-this is approximately double the cost of the implementation of a system that does not employ this mechanism.
VI. CONCLUSION In this paper we have presented two novel mechanisms that enhance the reliability of flash based storage systems. The fist mechanism was a fast age convergence mechanism for Diff-RAID that increased reliability during the early stages of the storage devices life. It achieved this by adopting different parity configurations across the SSD array. The second mechanism was a page write control mechanism that increased the lifespan of an SSD device. It achieved this by reducing the number of (unnecessary) writes to a flash chip during the fractional random writes based workload.
Currently these mechanisms are being implemented in a flash based SSD array which is being built. The controller in this array, and the processor, are soft-core FPGA-based. This allows us to investigate and implement new techniques in hardware. Our system is configurable in many ways, including, for instance stripe size. As part Fig. 9 . Convergence extrapolation for longer arrays of this process we are developing techniques that will allow us to exploit and increase the occurances of random write (and fractional random write) in general usage, and investigate real-time issues in our filesystem. Ultimately we aim to build a flash based SSD storage system that can be deployed in a number of high assurance applications under development. He has worked on a number of projects involving thoeretical approaches to concurrent systems, systems specification and verification, modelling of safety-critical systems, and hardware/software co-design. Much of his current work is looking at the appication of formal Software Engineering techniques to the development, and safety-modelling of large systems involving software and bespoke hardware. 
